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Rome: Wjjf/Wjjko 40° Congress
Dear special friend (Honto ni no todomachi), we are entering in the trimester
versus our 40th Congress of the foundation of the Wjjf/Wjjko which, since it
was born, I have the honour and the responsibility of being the president.
In a certain way, time is running out regarding the hotel reservation.
After the 31st march unfortunately the cost of the packages which we have proposed could be subject to an increase of 15% and 20% due to the fact that in
June there will be a lot of people coming to Rome for the Jubilee, and the hotels cannot guarantee the previously proposed costs.
Here you can find the list of our esteemed guests who will be attending:
Special Guest:
Paul Hoglund Vice President Tafisa World Games and president of Wjj Confederation
George Popper First Minister of KMFAP Hungary
Special International teachers:
Auvo Niinketo Soke 10° dan Hokutoryu Founder (Finland)
Itsván Kelemen Soke 10° dan Kelemen Ryu Founder (Hungary)
Roland Marotaux Hanshi 9º dan TakedaRyu (France)
Rigan Machado Grand Master (Brasile/Usa 8° dan)
Rainer Grytt Renshi Germany
Carl B. Withey, Atemi Ju Jitsu Dan Aikido (Australia)
Wjjf-Wjjko international teachers:
David Flaherty So Shihan Wjjko Gran Britain
Laurent Haag Wjjf, Soke Joachim Jenkel Peters 10 and sensei Lotz
Cédric (France)
David Toney Kaicho Wjjf Ireland
Amir Barnea Kaicho Wjjf Israel
Bruce R. Bethers shihan Wjjf U.S.A.
Josef Oberhollenzer Shihan Wjjf Germany
Tamas Smaraglai Shihan Wjjf Hungary
Alexandr Bryuzgin Shihan Wjjf Russia
Kamen Radev Shihan Wjjf Bulgaria
Nektarios Lykiardopoulos, shihan Greece
Domenico Puz shihan delegate of Wjjf Australia
Yavor Diankov, dan Turchia/Macedonia/Azerbaijan
Petrica Tanase shihan Romania
Andrew Walner, Hanshi in representing to Soke Eugeniusz Sikora
Poland
“Don't put off until tomorrow what you can do today.”
Sincerely yours
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti (Imoto Kaigi President and founder)

Valete! do honor!
Dear Shihan and friend, everyone is doing a very good job and we
are all proud of how thing are evolving. Now we are entering in the
forthcoming phase of our Great Congress, the 40th from the constitution, and it is time to change the global strategy of our marketing.
It is necessary that everyone makes an effort to coordinate in only
one direction, in full harmony, showing outside a real professional
impression - the same calibre as our martial level.
This means we need to distribute everything through a central
source to avoid duplication or detraction from the main communications being distributed by the Advertising committee.
To this aim we have created an email address, to specifically receive
all your drawings, photos, tips and news which will be immediately
taken and formulated so that they, as the experts say, will have a
“common family feeling”.
Mail address : wjjko@publicationspromotion.it
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When the mail arrives the staff will take charge of the material and it will be
scheduled so to be in the best format for the publishing.
Thanks in advance for your valuable cooperation and support,
Sincerely yours
The organizing secretaria

The word in Rome
40° Congress Wjjf/Wjjko
POSSIS NIHIL URBE ROMA VISERE MAIUS « you never can see nothing
in the word better than Rome »
Quinto Orazio Flacco (65 B.C. – 8 B.C.)
And really the results are confirming our premises.
- Dinner Galà –Saturday 10 June 2016 at 21 p.m.
(At the Hotel Tulip)
The seats are finished we cannot exceed the 270 seats
Everyone else could participate at the party (at 23.30 p.m.)
- Meals
In all packages are not included some meals.
We have agreed a “special” convention and discount for the menu for the participants at the Congress at our structures (only by advanced reservation) if you
need more info or if you want to receive some quotation please inform us.
Hoping we can have helped you, sincerely yours and see you in Rome
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we have had with us:
Romania: Shihan George Chivaran, Margarita Puscas, Lucretia Limbiana Lupu
Hungary: Shihan Tamás SMARAGLAI, Zoltán György BATÓ,
Russia: Shihan Alexandr Bruzgin
With them a student from Italy of Shihan Gianfranco Camerini (Hashita) –
my uke in the dojo of the European wrestling hq in Sofia - Emiliano Datola.
And also the presence of Shihan Yavor Diankon who represents the Turcoman
countries.
Work, success, glory for everyone.
In the name of the Syuseki Shihan Angelo Balconi I/ we have given to Georgj
Zarkov shihan, a wonderful tsuba, from the period Komakura ( 1185-1333) as
a memory of a lot of passion and humility.
The Koden Enshin ryu - Gsb – Ha, has started a little organization with numbered passports (budopass)which are registered in Finland at the HQ of Soke
Auvo Niiniketo, who one day, who knows, could follow the “way” not only the
Balkan one but also the Scandinavian.
Our next meeting of the Koden in Kuwait City promoted by Soke Hesham Saleh Aljaser (17-30 March 2016)
Gsb
(Imoto Kaigi President and founder)

New Tie Federal
Honto ni no todomachi, my dear special friends
The story of the tie, in Latin vinculum, took our fantasy to
the Legions of the Imperial Rome.
The tie was used to protect the neck form the lorica (armour) Time by time also the tie has changed to the French
“voliere” to the typical regimental tie.
We have studied a new model with our Federation colours
Red= aka: the strength of the fire
Blue= ao: the deep of the sky
Yellow = kiiro: the first ray of the sun
So we can be in Rome (10-12 June 2016) with a “new and
similar” image for everyone.
The cost of our new ties for the delegation is euro 28 (discount 15%); for the students euro 33
For orders up to 10, one free tie, this offer is valid till the
month of May 2016 and always in relation to our 40° Congress in Rome.
And that our tie, in Latin vinculum, could bring good luck
to everyone.
Osu
Giacomo Spartaco Bertoletti
(Imoto Kaigi President and founder)

The blessing

The Balkans “way”
Sofia 5-6 March 2016
Today the Balkans “way” is crowded with thousands of refugees.
For us of the Wjjf/Wjjko, the Balkans “way” is an important part of our history, culture and traditions.
The “3 March” is the Bulgarian National holiday of the liberation from the
Turcoman dominium (XIV century -1878). This saint day is simply called
Martenitsa, or the independence holiday.
For us of the Wjjf/Wjjko, the 3 March 2000 takes us back to the first intrepid
visit in Sofia with suisheki shihan (to - ken - jitsu) Angelo Balconi invited by
the shihan Kamen Radev and Georgj Zarkov.
Now, the way of the Balkans is
for us, beside a great motive of
pride, the peak of the Koden
Enshin Ryu - Gsb - Ha (registered UIBM
effective date
05.02.2014 n. 1577938)
Trying again and again- as the
Russian say: davai davai – at our
International seminar in Sofia
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Norcia Italy (1113 March 2016)
- St. Benedict
(480/547 A.D.),
The saint patron
of Europe was
born here in this
old Nurcia, preRoman (VIII
century B.C.)
I consider the success of shihan Livio Cesare Proia as “ a blessing” for our 40°
Congress Wjjf/Wjjko (Ostia Rome 10-12 June 2016), without the many imitations of convenience.
The 29th edition of an event which saw, soke Robert Clark (1946/2012) and I,
since the first editions among the wind, the snow and more.
Since 2015, Norcia marks another success: the presence of the master Maestro
Giancarlo Bagnulo by proxy of the FIJLKAM – the Federation which for disposal of the Coni administers ju jitsu and the martial arts.
Not all “the swallows come back to the roof”, thank goodness, because more
than swallows, they could be crows.
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Lucio Anneo Seneca (4°.C./65 A.D.), whose spirit, in a certain sense, lives with
his residence in Norcia, should remind “Cave, Corve”, watched by the crow!
About time, Seneca always said: “use every minute. If you will be the master of
the present, you could be less of a slave in the future, between one delay and
another, life slips away”.
The list of the masters, teachers is long and I do not want to forget anyone so I
will leave it to Shihan Cesare Livio Proia to thank everyone.
I conclude with the dispel a “mezzuccio di dozzina” – a poetry of Giuseppe
Giusti to Saint Ambrogious – in reference to my “goodbye” to the
Wjjf/Wjjko, expected this year.
Sure, I mark the time, leaving to the new “Chairman” the running of the Federation (January 2017) which is probably “The best in the martial arts”.
I’ll be vigilant, to win legally some controversies which are still open and this
has to be clear.
Thanks, Livio Cesare Proia, for what you are doing in order to honour your past as a “blue jacket” and continue a future of glory!

The monument to Matteo Pellicone was inaugurated at the
Olympic Centre of Ostia
On the 16 February 2016 the monument to Matteo Pellicone was inaugurated at the Olympic Center FIJLKAM of Ostia in the presence of the President
of the CONI Giovanni Malagò, along with the Federal President Domenico
Falcone and the highest sport authorities, both civil and military.
Matteo Pellicone has been for more than 30 years the mentor of Judo, of the
wrestling and of the Italian Karate as well as the creator of the Olympic training
centre building that has his name. Under his presidency flourished unforgettable champions in the most important international competitions that in the senior class alone led 730 individual medals and 80 for team to the Federal pal-
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mares
“Matteo Pellicone was one of the longest lived Federal presidents- said Giovanni
Malago in his speech - but I think the point is not how long could a president
last, but how capable he is, and Matteo was the most capable of all the presidents. This Olympic Centre which was built and left as heritage to his athletes
and successors is testimony to this.
He was an innovator who was able to pursue his dreams facing as a sportsman
also the difficulties and he built a house which is an unicum for the sport which
he represented and for sport in general. In fact if Rome, as we hope, will reach
his Olympic goal this Federal centre will be one of the core of the system of hospitality and training. I’m proud I have known a President, but even more a
man of prestige.
Among the many personalities in the world of sport and of Politics gathered in
Ostia for this event, there was also the president of the court of auditors Raffaele Squitieri, the president of the Wordly Federation of Karate Antonio Espinòs,
the General secretary of the United World Wrestling Michel Dusson, the General secretary of the European Union di Judo Envic Galea, the general secretary
of the CONI Roberto Fabbricini, many Federal presidents and the high military commands as representing the Military sport groups- Very emotional was
the moment in which the Olympic champions Giulia Qluintavalle and Andrea
Minguzzi (both gold in Beijing 2008 in the judo and in the wrestling) and the
world champion of karate Luigi Busà, revealed to the audience, along with Pellicone’s widow, the monument Marina. The basso-relievo in bronze is made by
the Italian artist Italo Celli and it will be added to the other ones preserved in
the Museum of Combat sport of the Olympic centre FIJLKAM in Ostia.
During the ceremony, was also presented the autobiographic book Matteo Pellicone: the President” written by the journalist Vanni Lòriga with the historic
Livio Toschi and published by the FIJLKAM.
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Week end seminar in Bali
Orgazized by Shihan Steve Pritlove JJBI

International calendar Wjjko 2016
6-8 May: Rochester New York Usa World Kobudo Federation
Convention
11-12 June: Rome Wjjf/Wjjko Congress
23/25 September: Gaeta Italy Stage
21/23 October: Octobercamp in Bergen (Norvegia)
3-6 November: Ireland Kotana Course
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